24 Hour Advanced CPTED Agenda

**Module 1 -** Public Art and CPTED
- Public Art and CPTED
- Placemaking
- Creating Community
- Public Art Examples

**Module 2 -** Parks and CPTED
- CPTED & Parks
- Comfort Station Design

**Module 3 -** Project 1: Park Blueprint Exercise
- Project 1

**Module 4 -** The Effect of Color on Human Behavior
- Color & Human Behavior

**Module 5 -** Schools & CPTED
- Project 2: School Safety Charrette
- CPTED for Schools
- Security for Schools
- CPTED Assessment form CDC

**Module 6 -** Terror Mitigation and CPTED
- Terror Mitigation & CPTED

**Module 7 -** Transit & CPTED
- Transit & CPTED
Module 8 – Project 3: Final Blueprint Exercise

- Project 3: School/Transit Blueprint Exercise

Module 9 – Final Blueprint Exercise Follow Up

- Post Construction Review